
 
Dear Subscribers,

While the market swings remain volatile, we believe that we will only know more after
today’s US Democratic Party ‘Super Tuesday’ primary elections. So while COVID-19
may remain the bigger general influence, whether or not it appears that the recently
consolidated Democratic Party moderate vote will blunt Senator Sanders drive to be
its presidential candidate in November will likely also be a more than passing
influence.

As noted in Monday’s ‘Uncertainty Squared’ research note, whether the Democrats
have an avowed Socialist at the head of their election ticket in November is a
compounding factor in a world already (literally) plagued with COVID-19. While many
believe that Sanders will actually be a weak candidate against Trump with a strong US
economy, the markets will need to take at least nominal notice of Sanders extremely
statist plans.

As for those who say the economy may weaken enough due to COVID-19 to dampen
Trump’s re-election prospects, it is actually a blessing for him. He can point to the
strong economic indications (which have continued of late) prior to the virus’ impact,
and claim any US economic weakness is not due to his otherwise enlightened
policies.

Yet in the context of the Super Tuesday results being the next significant shoe to fall,
we are heading out of the office today for some meetings, returning Wednesday
morning armed with at least a goodly portion of the Democratic primaries results.

Alan Rohrbach <rohralert@gmail.com>
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As far as the still highly active markets, the US EQUITIES have seen MARCH S&P 500
FUTURE rally all the way back from below 3,070 and 3,030-00 to passingly test 3,100…
and that is the level it will need to sustain activity above to signal it can remain strong
above those key lower levels. If note, it will be vulnerable to slipping back below the
3,030-00 area into lower supports once again.

And along the way GLOBAL GOVVIES are giving back some of the gains they
extended initially on Monday despite the US EQUITIES gains, with EMERGING
CURRENCIES also recapturing some of their recently lost bid on the back of the US
EQUITIES strength. As such, it appears to be important for the other asset classes’
psychology whether or not US EQUITIES maintain and extend their current rally.

The Rohr-Blog Research Team
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